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MILTON BOWENS

Activist and Storyteller

“To reflect is to disturb one's thoughts”
--Jean Rostand, philosopher

“If a tree falls in the forest do you hear it, if I pass my daddy on the street will I know it?”
--Milton Bowens

If we agree with Rostand’s assertion, then how does it relate to the artist’s role in society and the impact of

art on society? The discussion is as old as art history itself. Should an artist’s work provoke thought, should

it stimulate emotion, or should it simply impact upon one’s visual perceptions?

It is evident that Milton Bowens strives to do all three. Juxtaposing images, texts and colors in a bold,

uncompromising style, he chronicles the history and experiences of Black America in expansive series of work.

A self-avowed activist, he is clearly capable of disturbing as he deals with weighty historical issues such as

slavery, racism and social injustice in a way that is honest to the core.

Bowens does not gloss over nor ignore our problems, but forces us to confront them. He tackles contemporary

themes like the numbing effects of pop culture and the destructive values facing a new generation of African

Americans, often holding a mirror to the Black community. When, for instance, he writes in a line of text from

an earlier work, “Daddy, how come the men on the corner have brown bags over their sodas?”, he enters

the hyper-sensitive domain of private Black discourse - a minefield, as Bill Cosby recently discovered. In fact

though, Bowens is closer to that hipper and younger cultural critic, Chris Rock. His mordant wit, sharp intellect,

and heavy servings of irony and satire move his art well beyond any narrow categories of activist art, political

art, or pure social commentary.

As much as Bowens engages history and politics, he also embodies the idea that art is about storytelling. And

there are powerfully inspirational stories to tell, with no shortage of heroes to celebrate. He consistently places

the idea and ideals of home, family, and cultural pride at the center of his work, and stoutly celebrates kinship,

love and the vernacular of our ancestors. A viewer need only look at the references in “Stitches in Time” to

see that underscoring his work is a commitment to justice and optimism for the future. His art has always
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been willing to acknowledge the complexity of American history and culture and Bowens settles the question of

whether an artist can generate positive energy and righteous anger at the same time.

Any work of art is understood as the result of a series of aesthetic choices: particular symbols, colors, patterns

and brushstrokes that come together on the canvas. It is the product of those choices that gives the work

its meaning, its power to affect people’s minds. Or as Oscar Wilde observed, “all of art is at once surface

and symbol”. And symbolism is not lost on Bowens. He is remarkably adept at mining the emotional power

of symbols. Using images of milk cartons, liquor bottles and even a butcher’s outline of a pig, he forcefully

brings to light prejudice, racism and injustice, while at the same time projecting the pride, ambivalence and

contradictions of the Black community and America at large.

In the current series, Bowens continues to demonstrate his skillful handling of various mediums and a careful

construction and organization of the material – the result of his formal training that began as early as junior high

school. A consummately thoughtful artist, Bowens has developed the practice of ‘journaling’ his series be-

forehand, much the same way as a novelist would outline the structure and plot of a novel. His work consists

of enigmatic combinations of words, symbols, images and colors executed with pleasing simplicity. His love

of jazz and hip-hop clearly influences his work and his musical heroes are often his muse. In his pieces he

repeats, combines and overlaps the various elements to create different tempos and even the unexpected

visual syncopation that convey a sense of jazz improvisation.

In choosing the visual trope of quilting around which to construct the series in this exhibition, Bowens finds

a fitting vehicle for his grand narrative. The act and art, of quilting is bringing unity to a set of disparate pieces.

For Bowens it offers a metaphor that connects the past to the present while demonstrating how integral the

African American experience is to the patchwork of American culture.

With it he also expands the frame, finding kinship with other folk traditions that use quilting to tell stories,

or to make political statements. Two modern-era instances that come to mind are the AIDS Quilt Project and

the Arpelleristas of Chile, a community of women who used their tapestries to attract attention to the

human rights abuses of the Pinochet dictatorship in the 80’s.

With this series Bowens has created an art that connects us to ourselves, to our history and to each other.

Byrma Braham

Gallery Director
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MILTON BOWENS

Another Look

With paint, collage and hand-written text, Milton Bowens creates billboards about the African American
experience.

Billboards distill complex messages and issues into images that can be quickly consumed and understood—

by a wide range of the population. Tellingly, Bowens says that he creates for the most impressionable in our

community. “I paint primarily for those young, Black children whomay encounter mywork and see that someone

understands their story,” he said in a recent interview.

One paradox of Bowens’ work is that while he paints with a younger generation in mind, the stories, messages,

issues and images he loves are often rooted in an older generation of African-Americans. Even if these elders,

with roots in the South, have migrated to points North and West, they retain and pass on much of the same

language, culture and flavor of church, juke joints, soul food, family and neighborhood happenings.

Bowens’ ‘billboards’ reveal his obvious exposure to this root of African American culture while growing up

in Oakland, CA. as one of 10 siblings. In his exhibit, “Stitches in Time,” he combined images of handmade

quilts and doilies, with lessons in history, culture and folk wisdom. “Once Upon A time When WeWere Colored”

includes these words:

Now Don’t Go Hanging
Your Head Ain’t No
Answers for Ole Life’s
Troubles on the Tops
OfYour Shoes.

Using simple motifs that are often repeated, such as a rooster, Bowens applies his techniques to subjects

and figures in Black history, including the Tuskegee Airmen of World War II, boxer Joe Louis, soldiers of the

54th Massachusetts Infantry of the Civil War or jazz great Duke Ellington.

Born in 1967, Bowens is solidly a part of the hip-hop generation and his work contradicts any notion of a

generation gap that doesn’t allow him to embrace all that has come before him, as a part of who he is and

what he creates. A series of paintings that could easily be imagined as artistic album covers, pay tribute to
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the likes of Curtis Mayfield and B.B. King. While he does recognize the impact of artists such as L.L. Cool J

and Slick Rick, he is more likely to honor blues and jazz icons, including Thelonious Monk, John Coltrane

and Charlie Parker.

He seamlessly creates a bridge to the present with paintings that ridicule the hip hop-industrial-complex for

promoting a culture that he gleefully compares to minstrelsy and stereotypes such as Aunt Jemima. He has

at least four paintings featuring mock covers of The Source and VIBE magazines. In “The Source, No. 2”, an

Al Jolson look-alike is dressed in a hideous green suit, while the cover promotes as its lead story: “Shuffle and

Flow: It’s Hard Out Here For A Pimp,” an obvious reference to the controversial movie, and (Oscar-winning)

soundtrack for, “Hustle and Flow,” about a down-and-out Memphis pimp.

Bowens moves fluidly from the experiences of older adults, to those of his peers, to those of children—the

ice cream man, penny candy, big pickles sold individually at the corner store, and the cash needed for a new

“X-Men” comic book. In his series, “What Becomes of a Broken Soul: Letters from the New Plantation”, he

compares the U.S. prison system to slavery and takes the persona of an inmate in a series of first-person let-

ters. He quick-comments on topics as diverse as the legacy of the Black Panthers, the plight of the Black fam-

ily and the need for prayer.

There is a continuous and exhausting thread of exploration—of history, culture and emotional life—in the

images and words of Bowens. He writes:

Eye am Searching For a Painting

That Says Everything So That Eye

Don’t Have To Paint Anymore.

Esther Iverem

Esther Iverem is a journalist and author whose most recent book is “We Gotta Have It, TwentyYears of Seeing Black at

the Movies, 1986-2006”. A former staff writer for TheWashington Post and NewYork Newsday, she is founder of

SeeingBlack.com, an award-winningWeb site for Black critical voices on arts, media and politics.
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Some Questions for the Artist

Q Where did you grow up and what was your childhood like?

MB I was born and raised in Oakland, CA. I come from a very large family of 10 children, (5 boys and 5

girls). My childhood was as normal as can be for a big family. Of course there were the occasional

beat-downs from older siblings, but for the most part our household consisted of lots of love and

discipline.

Q As a child, did you ever dream of becoming an artist?

MB No, I never really thought about art as a career or a job when I was young. I just knew that I had the

ability to draw well and make things with my hands. My father was good with his hands as well, making

awnings and sails.

Q Can you remember the first piece of art you created?

MB The first pieces of art I can recall creating are probably the most important ones where I would draw

on the blank pages of books we had throughout the house. What I remember most about that time

is my mother yelling my name when she would use those books to assist my siblings with homework.

She wouldn’t punish me, but she did make me understand the importance of what was inside those

books. I believe that is why I’m a text driven artist.

Q When did you become a fine artist?

MB As a youngster, I was an urban street artist doing tags, burners, and hustling t-shirts but I always

loved television, movies, books and words. After my acceptance to art school in the seventh grade,

the formal training I received combined with my inner-city upbringing started to come together and

make sense. Although I was learning what fine art was supposed to be, didn’t feel like I was a part

of that world. In retrospect, I would have to say I didn’t have what would be considered conventional

influences.
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Q It is obvious you are not creating ‘art for art’s sake’, what is the conceptual basis of your work?

MB My approach to creating art is layered. Having the opportunity to attend an all-art Jr. and Sr. High

School, I learned all the fundamentals early which have allowed me to navigate all mediums with

tremendous confidence. Using that skill coupled with the unconventional methods of urban art makes

a unique stroke.

I believe art can and should be used more functionally. I grew up in the inner-city, and I love history

as well as my culture and I remember going on fieldtrips to the museums throughout the Bay Area

and not seeing art that reflected me or my experiences. Trips like those reinforced my doubts about

this little black boy being an artist. I paint primarily for those young black children who may encounter

my work and see that someone understands their story, hoping to remove all self-doubts about who

they are.

Q You are willing to confront serious subjects in your work. Do you think art should disturb?

MB What’s funny is most people don’t understand the need to disturb. Take art for example. Historically,

it has challenged faith, politics and values, yet today if art is not selling or you do not create in line

with the latest market trend, your voice is suppressed. You may not get a show, let alone get collected.

That’s why I am grateful to those galleries that are open enough to allow artist like myself to disturb

and have that freedom of expression. Maybe people will eventually understand that some disturbance

helps to keep you on your toes!

Q How would you characterize your painting style?

MB I would characterize my style as civil-art / painted documentaries. I am attempting to bring civility

through the use of fine art.

Q While carefully constructed, your work shares some of the improvisational qualities of Jazz, what role

does jazz play in your work?

MB Before his passing, my father listened to jazz a lot. I was only eight years old at the time so listening

to jazz keeps me close to him and allows his spirit to keep me company. When I’m alone in the studio,

it’s just me and him doing good things.
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Q Is critical acclaim important to you?

MB Of course! We need to be honest when it comes to the topic of critical acclaim. Now, let me be clear,

critical acclaim is not for my ego. It is for when I am standing before a school board making the

case to keep art as an important part of public education or when I’mmentoring a group of youth offenders

who have been jaded by a damaged value system. Yes, the acclaim is important because it gets peoples’

attention and if that can stop them long enough, I just might be able to get in a message.The black

community, black media and black painters haven’t worked together effectively enough to raise the

profile of the black fine artist. I do art for education, not just decoration. You never see visual artist

being rewarded or acknowledged on these so called black award shows for the work they do on behalf

of their culture, now do you?

Q What is your relationship with hip hop music? Has it had any impact on your work?

MB I am hip hop. Being born in 1967, I grew up with hip hop; Hip hop helped raise me. The first time

I saw Beat Street, it changed my life. KRS-One and Public Enemy gave me awareness, NWA gave

me attitude, Motown showed me how to love and Staxx gave me rhythm as well. Think about it.

Black fine art is hip-hop. It is jazz, blues, and gospel. We take our peoples’ stories and preserve our

culture and no two artists will do it the same way.

Q What projects are you working on now and what are your plans for the future?

MB I am currently showing in an exhibit in San Francisco entitled, “Banned and Recovered” and a show

at the National Civil Rights Museum in Memphis, called “Richard Wright at 100”. I will also be starting

an artist-in-residency at the end of this year with Richmond, CA ArtsChange organization, working

with youth and young adults to compose a show around the question of “What is Environmental Justice”,

my body of work is artfully titled “ Earth - My Baby Mama”.

I am consistently working hard trying to get my art work as well as my voice seen and heard in other

markets. Through my radio program, Civil Arts Radio and I use my radio show to continue to help

other artist get their voices out there as well.
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Color Plates



The Union, 2008
Mixed Media on Canvas with Rope and Blocks
40 x 30 inches
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The Sound of Music, 2008
Mixed Media on Canvas with Rope and Blocks
40 x 30 inches
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Down by the River, 2008
Mixed Media on Canvas with Rope and Blocks
40 x 30 inches
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Once Upon a TimeWhen weWere Colored, 2008
Mixed Media on Canvas with Rope and Blocks
40 x 30 inches
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Saturday Night Bible Study, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
40 x 26 inches
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The Day Mr. Jim Crow Came to Town, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
40 x 26 inches
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Midnight Train to Justice, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
40 x 26 inches
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No Alterations Needed, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
40 x 26 inches
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All Blues Ain’t Blue, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
40 x 26 inches
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Our Daily Bread No. 1, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
38 x 20 inches
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Our Daily Bread No. 2, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
38 x 20 inches
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Our Daily Bread No. 3, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
38 x 20 inches
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Our Daily Bread No. 4, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
38 x 20 inches
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Our Daily Bread No. 5, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
38 x 20 inches
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Boycott, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-Stitching

29 x 10 inches

Freedom Rides 61, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-Stitching

29 x 10 inches
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Red Tails, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-Stitching

30 x 9 inches

Glory, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-Stitching

30 x 9 inches
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Satchmo, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-Stitching

28 x 9 inches

Monk, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-Stitching

30 x 9 inches
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Mother, Sisters Kitchen Salon, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
32 x 23 inches
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And the CrowdWentWild, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
32 x 23 inches
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After Sunday Service Supper, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
32 x 23 inches
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We Pledged Allegiance, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
32 x 23 inches
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Doors of the Church, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
32 x 23 inches
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Colored Pictures, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

32 x 10 inches

Colored T.V., 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

32 x 10 inches
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70 Soul Cinema, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

32 x 10 inches

Shaft, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

32 x 10 inches
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Billie Holiday, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

28 x 9 inches

Motown, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

30 x 9 inches
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Fish Fry, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

32 x 10 inches

1st and 15th, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

32 x 10 inches
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The Black Church, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

32 x 11 inches

The Blues, 2008

Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching

35 x 11 inches
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Harriet Tubman, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching
28 x 9 inches

St. Hope/Barack, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper with Hand-stitching
28 x 9 inches
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Best Fools Mayo, 2006
Mixed Media on Canvas with Rope and Blocks
70 x 56 inches
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United Notions, 2006
Mixed Media on Canvas with Rope and Blocks
70 x 56 inches
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Big Mama’s Soul Kitchen, 2008
Mixed Media on Paper
30 x 22 inches

39
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MILTON BOWENS

Born 1967 Oakland, CA

Born and raised in Oakland, California, Milton Bowens is the fifth boy of ten children. He began his formal art training at the
Renaissance Art School in Oakland, CA during his Junior and Senior High School years. On completion of high school, Bowens was
awarded a scholarship to attend the California College of Arts and Crafts. He enlisted in the United States Armed Forces after one
year of college and became an Illustrator for the Army. He received his Associates Degree in Commercial Art under the Army’s College
Education Assistance Program (ACE). Bowens continued his education in the Arts, attending both Austin Peay State University, TN
and Fayetteville State University, NC, both while serving his tour of duty in the military. During this time his work was collected by
two of the military’s most prestigious museums: The John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Museum, Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and The
Don F. Pratt Memorial Museum, Fort Campbell, Kentucky.

After serving his tour of duty, Bowens returned to the Bay Area and continued his education under the mentorship of fine artist,
David Bradford, head of the Art department at Laney College, Oakland, California. Inspired by artists such as, Jean Michel Basquiat,
Robert Rauschenberg, Romare Bearden, Jacob Lawrence and Andy Warhol, Bowens changed his focus from illustration to fine art.
He resides in Oakland, CA where he works as an artist and advocate/activist in the fight to keep art education in the public schools
and to use art as a tool to inspire and engage ‘at-risk’ youth.

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS

22000088 June Steingart Gallery, Laney College, Oakland, CA
22000088 ArtsChange, Richmond Health  Center, Richmond, CA
22000077 Gallery 1910, Sacramento, CA
22000077 Oakland City Hall, Oakland, CA 
22000077 San Jose City College, San Jose, CA
22000077 Linen Life Park Avenue Gallery, Emeryville, CA, 
22000077 African American Museum and Library, Oakland, CA
22000077 The Gallery Memorial Union, UC Davis, Davis, CA
22000066 Semans Library, Foothill College, Los Altos, CA
22000066 African American Museum and Library, Oakland, CA
22000066 California African American Museum, Los Angeles, CA
22000066 Kaneko Gallery, American River College, Sacramento, CA
22000066 Semans Library, Foothill College, Los Altos, CA
22000055 510 Studios, Washington, D.C.
22000055 African American Museum and Library, Oakland, CA
22000055 Sacramento State Univ. Library Gallery, Sacramento, CA
22000055 African American Museum and Library, Oakland, CA 
22000044 FM Studios, Oakland, CA
22000044 Linen Life Gallery, Emeryville, CA
22000044 40 Acres Art Gallery, Sacramento, CA
22000044 African American Museum and Library, Oakland, CA
22000033 B. Sakata Garo, Sacramento, CA 
22000033 New College of California, San Francisco, CA
22000033 Jack London Square, Oakland, CA

22000000 Semans Library, Foothill College, Los Altos, CA
11999999 African American Museum of Fine Art, San Diego, CA
11999933 Wajumbe Cultural Institution, San Francisco, CA
11999922 Viewpoint Gallery, Oakland, CA

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS

22000088 National Civil Rights Museum, Memphis, TN 
22000088 Joyce Gordon Gallery, Oakland, CA 
22000088 Pence Art Gallery, Davis, CA 
22000077 Avisca Fine Art Gallery, Atlanta, GA 
22000077 Pajaro Valley Arts Council and Gallery, Watsonville, CA
22000066 Center for Contemporary Art, Sacramento, CA
22000066 National Black Fine Art Show, New York 
22000066 40 Acres Art Gallery, Sacramento, CA
22000055 University of the Pacific, Reynolds Gallery, Stockton, CA
22000044 African American Museum and Library, Oakland, CA
22000033 Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art, Scottsdale, AZ
22000022 Urbanview Newspaper, YMCA, Oakland, CA
22000011 Cecile Moochnek Gallery, Berkeley, CA
22000011 Joysmith Gallery and Studio, Memphis, TN
22000000 Cecile Moochnek Gallery, Berkeley, CA
22000000 Pro Arts, Oakland, CA
11999999 Samuel’s Gallery, Oakland, CA
11999966 Sande Webster Gallery, Philadelphia, PA
11999966 Seventh Sanctuaries Gallery, Sherman Oaks, CA


